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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULING IN DEPARTMENT 21 

 

The tentative ruling will become the ruling of the Court unless by 4:00PM of the Court day 

preceding the hearing, notice is given of an intent to argue the matter. Counsel or self-

represented parties must call Department 21 to request argument and must specify, in detail, 

what provision(s) of the tentative ruling they intend to argue and why. Counsel or self-

represented parties requesting argument must advise all other counsel and self-represented 

parties by no later than 4:00PM of their decision to argue, and of the issues to be argued. 

Failure to timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any 

party from arguing the matter. (Pursuant to Local Rule 3.43(2).) 

 

ALL APPEARANCES TO ARGUE WILL BE IN PERSON OR BY COURTCALL 

PROVIDED THAT PROPER NOTIFICATION IS RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT AS 

PER ABOVE. 

 

The Court has no ability to effectively conduct hybrid hearings where some appear by Zoom 

while others appear in person. If all parties agree to appear by Zoom, call the department 

before 4:00PM on the day preceding the hearing for authorization to use the Zoom link below. 

You will likely be called at the end of the calendar. 

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1612560320?pwd=QnE0Tk42MFc1VEQwZXFiN2tzVGgvUT09 

 

 

 Law & Motion 

 
   

    

1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01606 

CASE NAME:  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATES  VS.  REVOLUTION BEAUTY 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO  THE ANSWER OF REVOLUTION BEAUTY, INC.  
FILED BY:  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATES, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The unopposed demurrer to Revolution Beauty’s answer is sustained with leave to amend. 

 
 

  

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1612560320?pwd=QnE0Tk42MFc1VEQwZXFiN2tzVGgvUT09
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2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01746 
CASE NAME:  ALBERT SEENO, JR.  VS.  ALBERT SEENO, III 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SEAL RECORDS  
FILED BY:  DEFENDANTS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is the Motion Pursuant to California Rules of Court, rules 2.550 and 2.551 for Sealing 
Portion of Reply Brief in Support of Defendants’ Motion to Compel Compliance with Court Order, 
Portions of the Declarations of Louis Parsons and Charmaine Yu in Support of Reply Brief in Support of 
Defendants’ Motion to Compel Compliance with Court Order, and Portions of the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Seal. The Motion is unopposed by Defendants. Nevertheless, the Court 
evaluates the Motion pursuant to California Rules of Court, rules 2.550 and 2.551. California Rules of 
Court, rule 2.550(d) permits the Court to order court records sealed only if the Court expressly finds 
facts establishing all of the following: 

(1) There exists an overriding interest that overcomes the right of public access to the record; 

(2) The overriding interest supports sealing the record; 

(3) A substantial probability exists that the overriding interest will be prejudiced if the record is 
not sealed; 

(4) The proposed sealing is narrowly tailored; and 

(5) No less restrictive means exist to achieve the overriding interest. 

California Rule of Court, rule 2.551 specifies the procedures for filing a motion to seal a record. 
Specifically, rule 2.551(b)(1) provides: “A party requesting that a record be filed under seal must file a 
motion or an application for an order sealing the record. The motion or application must be 
accompanied by a memorandum and a declaration containing facts sufficient to justify the sealing.” 
(California Rules of Court, rule 2.551(b)(1), emphasis added.) The burden of establishing the requisite 
facts is on the moving party. (See H.B. Fuller Co. v. Doe (2007) 151 Cal.App.4th 879, 894.) “This means 
at a minimum that the party seeking to seal documents, or maintain them under seal, must come 
forward with a specific enumeration of the facts sought to be withheld and specific reasons for 
withholding them.” (Id.) A “reasoned decision about sealing or unsealing records cannot be made 
without identifying and weighing the competing interests and concerns. Such a process is impossible 
without (1) identifying the specific information claimed to be entitled to such treatment; (2) 
identifying the nature of the harm threatened by disclosure; and (3) identifying and accounting for 
countervailing considerations.” (Id.)  

Defendants argue that certain facts disclosed in the Portion of Reply Brief in Support of Defendants’ 
Motion to Compel Compliance with Court Order, Portions of the Declarations of Louis Parsons and 
Charmaine Yu in Support of Reply Brief in Support of Defendants’ Motion to Compel Compliance with 
Court Order, and Portions of the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Seal are competitively 
sensitive and competitors could take advantage of these facts. This argument is wholly speculative 
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and is not supported by any declaration. It also does not include any discussion of how Defendants’ 
interests overcome that of the public’s right of access to the record. 

Defendants have failed to satisfy the requirements of California Rules of Court, rules 2.551 and 2.550, 
as Defendants do not provide the necessary facts to support a motion to seal. Specifically, Defendants 
have failed to provide facts to establish any of the elements of California Rule of Court, rule 2.550(d).  

For the foregoing reasons, the Motion is denied. 

 
 

  

    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01746 
CASE NAME:  ALBERT SEENO, JR.  VS.  ALBERT SEENO, III 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER  
FILED BY:  ALBERT D. SEENO, III 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Defendant Albert D. Seeno III and Discovery Builders, Inc. (collectively, 

“Defendants”) “motion to compel compliance with court order” (the “Motion”). The notice of motion 

does not identify a statutory basis for the motion, but the memorandum of points and authorities 

relies on Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 128(a)(4) and the Court’s inherent power “[t]o compel 

obedience to its judgments, orders, and process, and to the orders of a judge out of court, in an 

action or proceeding pending therein.” (CCP § 128(a)(4).) The Motion is opposed by Plaintiff Albert D. 

Seeno, Jr., Albert D. Seeno Construction Co., Seecon Financial and Construction Co., Inc., West Coast 

Home Builders, Inc., North Village Development Inc., and Seecon Built Homes, Inc. (collectively, 

“Plaintiffs”). 

For the following reasons, the Motion is denied. 

Defendants write that “Defendants argued, and the Court agreed, that the ‘status quo,’ for purposes 

of a preliminary injunction, is that the [Employment Agreement] is valid, and [Albert D. Seeno III] is 

the CEO.” (Mot. at 12:13-14.) That is not an entirely accurate representation of the Court’s order. 

The Court did not opine on the validity of the Employment Agreement; instead the Court wrote 

“[w]here, as here, Plaintiffs have challenged the validity of the Employment Agreement as a whole, 

the arbitrator must determine validity.” The Court has not made a decision on the merits in this case; 

instead, it declined to grant Plaintiffs’ requested injunctive orders which included prohibiting 

Defendant Albert D. Seeno III “from continuing to ignore Seeno III’s valid termination from his role as 

CEO of [the Seeno Companies]” and refrain from a litany of conduct including “acting as CEO,” 

“exercising any authority of any kind whatsoever over [the Seeno Companies],” “interfering with the 

day-to-day business operations of [the Seeno Companies],” as well as requiring Defendant and 

“anyone acting in concert with [him]” to turn over equipment, records, and documents.  

A preliminary injunction is not a determination of the ultimate rights in controversy, but simply a 
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provisional remedy pending a trial on the merits. (Continental Baking Co. v. Katz (1968) 68 Cal.2d 512, 

528.) “It merely determines that the court, balancing the respective equities of the parties, concludes 

that, pending a trial on the merits, the defendant should or [] should not be restrained from 

exercising the right claimed by him." (Id.)  

What Defendants seek by this motion is their own injunctive relief, only they have chosen a motion to 

compel to achieve their goal. This is apparent when reviewing the proposed order, which seeks the 

following relief: 

a. [Albert D. Seeno III] is to be added as a signatory to all Seeno Entities’ bank 

accounts.  

b. [Albert D. Seeno III] shall have authority to obtain/retain credit cards on behalf of 

the Seeno Entities, and to provide them to employees of the Seeno Entities, DBI, or 

their affiliates.  

c. [Albert D. Seeno III] and/or any designees shall have the unrestricted right to issue, 

terminate, or modify security access for any employees of DBI or any of the Seeno 

Entities to interior and exterior doors at 4021 Port Chicago Highway.  

d. [Albert D. Seeno III] shall be listed as the CEO of the Seeno Entities in the current 

Statements of Information on file with the California Secretary of State. 

(Proposed Order at ¶ 2 (a)-(d).) 

None of the above relief was contemplated by the Court’s order denying Plaintiffs’ motion for 

preliminary injunction. Consequently, it is not properly before the Court on this Motion, which 

Defendants have chosen to bring under CCP § 128(a)(4). 

The Motion is denied. 

 
 

  

    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-00565 
CASE NAME:  RUAN TRANSPORT CORP  VS.  RUAN TRANSPORT CORPORATION 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY:  WHOLE FOODS MARKET CALIFORNIA, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Cross-Complainant Whole Foods Market California, Inc.’s motion for summary adjudication is 

denied as to both issues.  

Whole Foods seeks summary adjudication against Cross-Defendant Ruan Transport Corp. as 

to two issues in the first cause of action: (1) that Whole Foods is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
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law with respect to its first cause of action for contractual indemnity and (2) in the alternative, Whole 

Foods is entitled to a defense because Ruan has a duty to defend. 

Procedural Errors 

Whole Foods’ separate statement does not comply with California Rule of Court, rule 

3.1350(d) by separately stating the materials facts that support each issue in its motion for summary 

adjudication. The Court will consider all facts in the separate statement for each of the two issues 

raised in this motion.  

Ruan’s objections to evidence do not comply with California Rule of Court, rule 3.1350(c) 

because no proposed order was included. The Court excuses this violation.  

Indemnity  

Ruan and Whole Foods entered into a transportation contract that included an indemnity 

clause. (White dec. ex. 1 and 2.) That clause states in part:  

“Carrier [Ruan] will indemnify and hold harmless and, at the option of Shipper [Whole 

Foods] defend the Shipper Indemnitees and hereby releases the Shipper Indemnities 

from and against all losses arising out of Carrier, its… employees… performance of this 

agreement, including, but not limited to, all losses caused in whole or in part by the acts 

or omissions of Carrier, its … employees,… incurred, suffered by, or asserted against any 

Shipper Indemnitee arising from or related to any of the following: (a) any breach by 

Carrier of any of its obligations under, or any of the terms or provisions of this 

agreement, (b) any negligent act or omission of Carrier or its…employees… or (c) the 

presence or activities of any Carrier employee, representative or invitee at the property 

of Shipper or any Shipper affiliated company for any purpose.” 

(White dec. ex. 1 ¶11.) 

The contract also provides that Texas law would apply as follows, “The relationship of the 

parties hereto and all claims arising out of or related to that relationship, including, but not limited to, 

the construction and interpretation of any written agreements, including this Agreement, will be 

governed by the substantive laws of the State of Texas (without regard to conflicts of law principles).” 

(White dec. ex. 1 ¶22.) The parties appear to agree that Texas law applies to this contract.   

Whole Foods seeks summary adjudication as to cause of action one for contractual 

indemnity. Yet Whole Foods did not address all of the elements required to obtain summary 

adjudication as to the contractual indemnity claim.  
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The elements for express indemnity under California law are: “[1] the parties' contractual 

relationship, [2] the indemnitee's performance of that portion of the contract which gives rise to the 

indemnification claim, [3] the facts showing a loss within the meaning of the parties' indemnification 

agreement, and [4] the amount of damages sustained. [Citations.]” (Four Star Electric, Inc. v. F & H 

Construction (1992) 7 Cal.App.4th 1375, 1380.) The parties have not addressed what the elements for 

a claim for contractual indemnity are under Texas law, but they appear to be essentially the same as 

California law. “The elements of breach of [an indemnity] contract include (1) the existence of a valid 

contract; (2) performance or tendered performance by the plaintiff; (3) breach of the contract by the 

defendant; and (4) damages sustained by the plaintiff as a result of the breach.” (Crowder v. 

Scheirman (Tex.Ct.App. 2005) 186 S.W.3d 116, 118-119.) 

Whole Foods provides no evidence of the amount of damages it suffered, if any, and 

therefore Whole Foods has not met their initial burden on cause of action one. 

There are other issues with this motion as well. Whole Foods argues that the undisputed facts 

show that Ruan could be found negligent and that the possibility of Ruan’s negligence is sufficient to 

trigger the right to indemnification here.  

Texas Transportation Code section 623.0155 states that “A person may not require 

indemnification from a motor carrier as a condition to: (1) the transportation of property for 

compensation or hire by the carrier; (2) entrance on property by the carrier for the purpose of 

loading, unloading, or transporting property for compensation or hire; or (3) a service incidental to an 

activity described by Subdivision (1) or (2), including storage of property.” (Texas Transportation Code 

section 623.0155(a).) This rule does not apply when the “claim aris[es] from damage or loss from a 

wrongful or negligent act or omission of the carrier…” (Texas Transportation Code section 

623.0155(b)(1).) 

Neither party provides case law addressing at what stage in a case the Court should consider 

whether section 623.0155 applies. In general, under Texas law, “[f]acts, however, not allegations, 

determine an indemnitor's duty to indemnify… the duty to indemnify is based on the jury's findings.” 

(Tesoro Petroleum Corp. v. Nabors Drilling United States (Tex.Ct.App. 2002) 106 S.W.3d 118, 125.) 

The Court’s finds that in order to prevail on the indemnity cause of action, Whole Foods needs to 

include undisputed evidence that Chavez’s claim arises the wrongful or negligent act of Ruan or 

Chavez (its employee). Whole Foods has not done so.  

Whole Foods argues that they need only show that Chavez might have been negligent and 

rely on the police report. The police report is not admissible. Even if it were admissible, Whole Foods 

claims it is admissible only to show that Chavez might have been on the phone and not to show that 

he was, in fact, on the phone. (Blaxter dec. ex. 4.) Furthermore, Chavez says he was not on the phone 

and thus, there is a triable issue of material fact as to whether Chavez was contributorily negligent. 
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(Garcia dec. ex.1: Chavez depo. 83:10-18.) Whole Foods also points to facts show that Ruan might 

have been negligent. (See, facts 3 and 4). There are no admissible facts showing how the accident 

happened and what caused it and thus, the evidence does not show that Chavez’s claims arise from 

Ruan’s negligence.  

The possibility of Chavez or Ruan’s negligence caused the accident is insufficient to trigger 

Ruan’s duty to indemnify Whole Foods. Such possibility may be sufficient to trigger a duty to defend, 

but the two obligations are distinct. (See, Tesoro Petroleum Corp., supra, 106 S.W.3d at 125 [“the duty 

to defend may be triggered by the pleadings, but the duty to indemnify is based on the jury's 

findings”].)  

For these reasons, Whole Foods’ request for summary adjudication as to cause of action 

is denied.  

Duty to Defend  

Whole Foods seeks summary adjudication as to the duty to defend in cause of action one. 

Ruan opposes by pointing out that the duty to defend is not properly alleged in cause of action one.  

Cause of action one is called “contractual indemnity”. In that cause of action, Whole Foods 

alleges that it has an agreement with Ruan that included an agreement for indemnification and a duty 

to defend and that Whole Foods will be damaged by having to pay a judgment and by the costs 

incurred in defending the Costa cross-complaint. (Cross-Comp. ¶¶18-21.) The final paragraph in cause 

of action one alleges that “Ruan has agreed to indemnify and hold Cross-Complainant harmless for 

the type of loss alleged in the Action. Therefore, Cross-Complainant is entitled to be indemnified by 

said cross-defendants, and each of them, should such liability arise.” (Cross-Comp. ¶¶22.) Cause of 

action one does not request that Ruan defend Whole Foods.  

Whole Foods argues that cause of action one includes a duty to defend because the prayer 

for relief includes a request for defense. (Cross-Comp. Prayer ¶4.) This argument fails because the 

prayer for relief is not specific as to cause of action one and instead applies to all causes in the cross-

complaint. Causes of action two and six each include a request for a defense and thus, it is not clear 

that cause of action one included the request for a defense. (Cross-Comp. ¶¶30,46.)  

The Court finds that cause of action one, as currently alleged, does not include a claim for 

defense and therefore, the motion for summary adjudication is denied. This ruling is without 

prejudice to Whole Foods bringing a new motion seeking summary adjudication on the issue of a duty 

to defend if that duty is added to cause of action one. If the duty to defend issue is brought before 

the Court again, the Court requests more thorough briefing on the meaning of “Shipper 
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Indemnitees”.  

Evidence 

Whole Food’s request for judicial notice of the complaint filed in Chavez v. Costa is granted.  

The Court rules on Ruan’s objections to evidence as follows: 

1.  Sustained. Lacks foundation. 

2.  Overruled. The fact that the parties entered into this contract is undisputed by Ruan.  

3.  Overruled. The fact that the parties entered into this contract is undisputed by Ruan.  

4.  Overruled.  

5.  Overruled.  

6.  Overruled. 

 
 

  

    

5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-01015 
CASE NAME:  APODACA  VS.  COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:  BRIAN APODACA 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiff attorney’s motion to be relieved as counsel is granted. 

 
 

  

    

6. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC19-00231 
CASE NAME:  BORGWARDT  VS.  LAFAYETTE PARK HOTEL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR DETERMINATION OF GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT  
FILED BY:  DGN EVENTS AND DESIGN, LLC 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The unopposed motion for good faith settlement between the Borgwardt plaintiffs and the DGN 
cross-defendants is granted pursuant to CCP 877.6. 
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7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-02285 
CASE NAME:  W.D.  VS.  CITY OF WALNUT CREEK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  PLAINTIFF 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiffs’ unopposed motion for leave to file a second amended complaint is granted.  Plaintiffs shall 
file the SAC within 21 days of this hearing. 

 
 

  

    

8. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-02455 
CASE NAME:  RAD  VS.  LUKCHI 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMENDMENT TO COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  PLAINTIFF  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Unopposed motion to allow plaintiff to file an amendment to the complaint is granted.  While the 
court allows the amendment, it finds it unnecessary as the case is already designated to be unlimited. 

 
 

  

    

9. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00435 
CASE NAME:  MAYO  VS.  HO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:  JOHQUAN JACKSON 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiff attorney’s motion to be relieved as counsel is granted. 

 
 

  

    

10. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00435 
CASE NAME:  MAYO  VS.  HO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:  CHARLESELLA ADAMS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
See Line 9.  
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11. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00435 
CASE NAME:  MAYO  VS.  HO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:  ALQUANTO JACKSON 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
See Line 9. 
 

 

  

    

12. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00651 
CASE NAME:  BANK OF AMERICA  VS.  MARCOS PICA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT UNDER TERMS OF STIPULATED SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY:  BANK OF AMERICA, N.A. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Plaintiff’s motion for judgment pursuant to CCP § 664.6 is granted. Judgment shall be entered in favor 
of plaintiff in the principal amount of $16,031.75 plus costs of $582 for a total judgment of 
$16,595.75. Plaintiff shall prepare an order after hearing and a separate judgment. 
 

 

  

    

13. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-02107 
CASE NAME:  BLACK DIAMOND PAVER STONES  VS.  SAKELL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES & COSTS, JUDGMENT, AND DISMISSAL OF LIEN 
FILED BY:  KOSTA SAKELLARIOU 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The court continues the hearing to January 4, 2023 at 9:00 a.m. 
 

 

  

    

14. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL18-04525 
CASE NAME:  PUN  VS.  ZHOU 
PETITION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD 
FILED BY:  KUNG HEUNG PUN 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The unopposed petition to confirm the arbitration award in favor of plaintiff/petitioner Pun and 
against defendant/respondent Zhou is granted. Plaintiff shall prepare an order after hearing and a 
separate judgment in the principal amount of $77,860.02 together with costs of $490 and interest of 
$3,849.16. 
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15. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-1740 
CASE NAME:  PROBER & RAPHAEL, ALC 
HEARING ON PETITION RE UNRESOLVED CLAIMS  
FILED BY:  PROBER & RAPHAEL, ALC  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
 Petitioner Prober & Raphael filed its Petition Regarding Unresolved Claims on August 22, 

2022.  The Court rules as follows on the petition. 

 The claim of George Soehngen (“Soehngen”) is allowed in full.  The clerk is hereby directed 

to promptly disburse to Soehngen all funds deposited by petitioner with the clerk and any accrued 

interest.  The claim of The Hendricks Group, D&P, LLC (“The Group”) is disallowed in full. 

 The basis for this ruling is as follows. 

A. Vexatious Litigant. 

The Group objects to Soehngen’s claim on the ground that Soehngen has been declared a 

vexatious litigant.  This objection is overruled.  The Group cites no legal authority suggesting that filing 

a claim in an interpleader action initiated by a third party constitutes “new litigation,” within the 

meaning of the vexatious litigant statute, and the Court has not found any such legal authority 

through its own independent research.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 391.7, subd. (a).) 

 B. The Merits. 

 The Court finds Soehngen’s showing in support of his claim substantially more 

persuasive than The Group’s showing in support of its competing claim.  The Court’s reasons 

include the following: 

B-1. Revocation. 

Soehngen alleges that he added a hand-written provision allowing revocation of the parties’ 

agreement within 5 days.  (Soehngen Dec., ¶ 7.)  The “Assignment Agreement” attached to The 

Group’s memorandum confirms the existence of this hand-written provision.  (The Group’s Exh. “A”.) 

Soehngen further alleges that he timely exercised his right to revoke the parties’ agreement 

within the 5-day revocation period.  (Soehngen Dec., ¶¶ 9-10.)  In its opposition declaration, 

The Group makes no effort to dispute this allegation, tacitly conceding the allegation’s veracity. 

Further, Soehngen points out that the parties’ foreclosure consultant agreement 

does not comply with the cancellation provisions of Civil Code section 2945.3.  (The Group’s Exh. “A”.)  

And subsection (h) of section 2945.3 provides as follows: 

(h) Until the foreclosure consultant has complied with this section, the owner 
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may cancel the contract. 

Accordingly, Soehngen was not in fact limited by the contractual 5-day revocation period, 

but rather was and remains free to revoke the contract at any time.  Soehngen has clearly 

expressed his intention to revoke in the documents filed in this action.  For this reason, the contract 

is unenforceable. 

  B-2. Forged, Incomplete, and Unauthenticated Documents. 

 Soehngen has offered uncontradicted evidence that two of the three documents on which 

The Group relies bear forged signatures that were not legitimately notarized.  (Soehngen Dec., 

¶¶ 18-25.)  The Court notes that the signatures on the “Affidavit of Assignment” (The Group’s 

Exh. “B”) and the “Authorization to Communicate” (The Group’s Exh. “C”) do not, to a lay person’s 

eye, closely resemble each other; and neither of those two signatures closely resembles the signature 

on the “Assignment Agreement” (The Group’s Exh. “A”), which is the one document that Soehngen 

acknowledges signing. 

 Adding to the Court’s doubt concerning the authenticity of The Group’s supporting 

documents is the unsatisfactory nature of The Group’s supporting declaration.  The declarant, 

Maxwell Schlosser, describes himself as The Group’s “Authorized Agent,” but he does not explain 

what that title means, and does not attempt to establish personal knowledge of any of the facts set 

forth in his declaration.  Mr. Schlosser purports to authenticate the “Assignment Agreement” as 

Exhibit “B”, when Exhibit “B” is actually a document entitled “Affidavit of Assignment.”  Mr. Schlosser 

purports to authenticate the “Affidavit of Assignment” as Exhibit “C”, when Exhibit “C” is actually a 

document entitled “Authorization to Communicate.”  Mr. Schlosser purports to authenticate a copy 

of Soehngen’s driver’s license as Exhibit “D”, but does not explain how he has personal knowledge of 

that document’s authenticity or the significance of the document.  Mr. Schlosser purports to 

authenticate a copy of The Group’s claim as Exhibit “E”, when in fact there is no Exhibit “E” attached 

to The Group’s papers. 

Further, the unauthenticated “Assignment Agreement” attached to The Group’s papers as 

Exhibit “A” contains a crucial and unexplained redaction.  (The Group’s Exh. “A”.)  Through this 

redaction, The Group and its counsel appear to have made an intentional effort to mislead the Court 

into believing that the subject documents (two of which are forged) constitute an absolute and 

unqualified assignment of the entire amount of the surplus proceeds, from Soehngen to The Group. 

In fact however, the uncontradicted evidence establishes that The Group would be entitled to 

— at most — only one third of the proceeds.  (Soehngen Dec., ¶ 6.)  If The Group’s counsel timely 

contests the Court’s tentative ruling, they shall email an unredacted copy of the “Assignment 

Agreement” to the Court by 4:00 p.m. on the afternoon before the hearing, and they shall be 

prepared to explain with specificity why they originally provided the Court with only a redacted copy.  

The Group’s counsel shall also be prepared to explain what legal theory would allow The Group to 
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claim 100% of the surplus proceeds. 

The Group’s reliance on forged, incomplete, and unauthenticated contract documents 

constitutes the second of three fully independent grounds for the Court’s ruling. 

 B-3. Failure of Consideration. 

The parties’ agreement was entered into after the foreclosure sale took place, but there is 

no evidence that The Group ever performed post-foreclosure services of any kind for Soehngen.  

(See Soehngen Dec., ¶ 11.)  The Group did not commence any action to set aside the foreclosure, and 

did not file a claim for surplus proceeds on Soehngen’s behalf: Soehngen was compelled to file his 

own claim.  The Group’s only action has been to compete with Soehngen for the proceeds that, 

theoretically, The Group was supposed to claim on Soehngen’s behalf. 

 This complete failure of consideration constitutes the third of three fully independent 
grounds for the Court’s ruling. 

 
 

  

    

16.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2220 
CASE NAME:   CLAIM OF MALIK SORIANO 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE    
FILED BY:   HAROLD SORIANO 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Parties to appear.  CourtCall is acceptable. 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADD-ON 
 

 

 

 

    

17. 9:01 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01746 
CASE NAME:  ALBERT SEENO, JR.  VS.  ALBERT SEENO, III 
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION    
FILED BY:  ALBERT D. SEENO, JR. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Plaintiff Albert D. Seeno, Jr., Albert D. Seeno Construction Co., Seecon Financial 

and Construction Co., Inc., West Coast Home Builders, Inc., North Village Development Inc., and 

Seecon Built Homes, Inc. (collectively, “Plaintiffs”)’s motion to compel arbitration.  

Plaintiffs seek to compel arbitration of their claims for (1) declaratory relief (with respect to the 

July 30, 2020 Employment Agreement right to termination); (2) declaratory relief (Employment 
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Agreement validity in light of Corporations Code § 300); (3) declaratory relief (Employment 

Agreement validity in light of undue influence and duress; (4) declaratory relief (Employment 

Agreement validity in light of unconscionability); (5) breach of employment agreement; (6) breach of 

fiduciary duty; (7) corporate waste, while allowing the non-arbitrable causes of action for (8) breach 

of loan agreement to proceed pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 1241.4. 

Defendant Albert D. Seeno III and Discovery Builders, Inc. (collectively, “Defendants”) oppose the 

motion on several grounds including express and implied waiver.  

For the following reasons, the motion is denied. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Plaintiffs unopposed request for Judicial Notice is granted. (Evid. Code §§ 452, 453.) 

Background Facts 

This is a business dispute between family members. Plaintiff Seeno is Defendant Seeno III’s father. 
(FAC at ¶ 15.) Plaintiff is the sole owner (or co-owner along with his brothers Thomas A. Seeno and 
Richard Seeno in some but not all cases) of the Seeno Companies. (Id. at ¶ 1.) Plaintiff is also a 
director of each of these companies. (Id.) The dispute relates in part to Defendant’s role as CEO of the 
Seeno Companies. (Id. at ¶ 9.) Seeno III is the founder of Defendant Discovery Builders. (Id. at ¶ 20.) 
Louis Parsons (“Parsons”) is the president of Discovery Builders. (Id. at ¶ 21.) 

Plaintiffs allege that Seeno III “proposed that he receive a formalized leadership role” in 2020. (FAC at 
¶ 25.) Plaintiffs allege that “Seeno informed his son Seeno III that Seeno would continue on the board 
and retain ultimate authority over all of the Seeno Companies, since Seeno is the sole or co-majority 
shareholder thereof, but he would appoint Seeno III as CEO in order to provide him with a formalized 
and important role within the business.” (Id. at ¶ 27.) 

Plaintiffs allege that the formal Employment Agreement was prepared by an outside law firm; they 
further allege that they were not presented with a conflict waiver agreement. (FAC at ¶ 28.) Plaintiffs 
allege that neither Seeno nor Tom Seeno were represented by independent counsel in connection 
with the Employment Agreement. (Id. at ¶ 29.) Plaintiffs further allege that “Seeno III began coercing, 
intimidating, and then bullying Seeno into executing the contract.” (Id. at ¶ 30.) Plaintiffs allege that 
Seeno executed the Employment Agreement under duress on July 30, 2020. (Id. at ¶ 31.) They further 
allege that “Tom Seeno also executed this Employment Agreement without being represented or 
advised by counsel.” (Id.) 

Plaintiffs allege that Seeno III has obstructed Seeno from oversight of the Seeno Companies. (FAC at 
¶¶ 32, 33.) The FAC further details several alleged management failures on Seeno III’s part as well as 
his alleged prioritizing of his own business, Discovery Builders. (Id. at ¶¶ 34, 35.) Plaintiffs allege that 
Seeno III is exercising authority beyond that permitted by Corporations Code § 300. (Id. at ¶ 38.) 

The parties interpret the “for cause” termination provision of the Employment Agreement differently. 
(FAC at ¶ 40.) According to the FAC, the provision reads “that Seeno III can only be terminated for 
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cause upon ‘(i) the conviction or guilty plea of [Seeno III] for a felony or any act or omission of [Seeno 
III] involving grand theft or fraud; and (ii) willful commission of any action that causes Employers to 
have material criminal liability.’” (Id.) Plaintiffs allege that Seeno “as the sole shareholder and director 
of Seecon, served Seeno III with notice that Seecon was terminating Seeno III as CEO of Seecon 
effective March 1, 2022.” (Id. at ¶ 44.) Seeno then did the same with respect to Seecon Built Homes. 
(Id. ¶ 45.) Nevertheless, the FAC alleges that “Seeno III refused to comply with his termination from 
his positions as CEO of Seecon and Seecon Built Homes” on the grounds that they did not comply with 
the terms of the Employment Agreement. (Id. at ¶ 46.) On September 12, 2022, Seeno served Seeno 
III with notice that the remaining Seeno Companies were terminating Seeno III. (Id. at ¶ 47.) 

Analysis 

The parties do not dispute that the Employment Agreement at issue contains an arbitration provision. 
The Employment Agreement calls for “any controversy or claim that either party may have against 
the other arising out of or relating to this Agreement and the relationships and conduct it requires, as 
well as any controversy or claim based upon the alleged breach of any legal right relating to or arising 
from CEO’s employment and/or termination of his employment” to proceed through internal 
discussions (as defined by the Agreement), then mediation, and failing that, requires arbitration “in 
accordance with the procedure provided by California Code of Civil Procedure, Sections 1280, et seq.” 
(Daley Decl. Ex. B at p.5.) 

The FAA applies as stated in the parties’ agreement. (See Victrola 89, LLC v. Jaman Properties 8 LLC 
(2020) 46 Cal.App.5th 337, 355 [“[T]he parties may also voluntarily elect to have the FAA govern 
enforcement of the Agreement”].) Here, the parties’ Employment Agreement contains a provision 
that states, “[t]he Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”) shall govern this arbitration agreement to the 
fullest extent permitted by applicable law.” (Daley Decl. Ex. B at p.6.) The language of this provision is 
unambiguous: the parties specified that the FAA governs the Employment Agreement. Nevertheless, 
under the California Arbitration Act (“CAA”) questions of waiver and estoppel are to be decided by 
the court and not the arbitrator. (See, CCP § 1281.2, Engalla v. Permanente Med. Group, Inc. (1997) 
15 Cal.4th 951, 982 and Hong v. CJ CGV America Holdings, Inc. (2013) 222 Cal.App.4th 240, 243; see 
also Martin v. Yasuda (9th Cir. 2016) 829 F.3d 1119, 1123 [“waiver by litigation conduct is part of the 
first category of gateway issues," namely that which is "presumptively for a court and not an 
arbitrator to decide.”].) 

Where the FAA applies, whether a party has waived a right to arbitrate is a matter of federal, not 
state, law. (See Aviation Data, Inc. v. American Express Travel Related Services Co., Inc. (2007) 152 
Cal.App.4th 1522.) “Under the FAA, waiver of the right to compel arbitration is not viewed as a 
question of substantive contract law. . . . ‘Waiver, in the arbitration context, involves the 
circumstances under which a party is foreclosed from electing an arbitration forum. Therefore, the 
question of whether a party has waived its right to compel arbitration directly concerns the allocation 
of power between courts and arbitrators. [Citation.]’ [Citation.] Therefore, ‘it is federal law, not state, 
that governs the inquiry into whether a party has waived its right to arbitration.’ [Citations.]” (Id. at 
pp. 1535-1536.) 

In Morgan v. Sundance, Inc., the United States Supreme Court held that under the FAA, a party waives 
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its right to compel arbitration if it (1) knows of an existing right to arbitration and (2) acts 
inconsistently with that right. ((2022) 142 S.Ct. 1708, 1714). Prejudice to the opposing party is not a 
consideration. (Id. at 1713). The St. Agnes factors, cited by Plaintiffs in their moving papers, play no 
role in the Morgan analysis. (Mot. at 11:9-19; citing St. Agnes Med. Ctr. v. PacifiCare of Cal. (2003) 31 
Cal.4th 1187, 1195].)  

Morgan held that under the FAA, courts may not “condition a waiver of the right to arbitrate on a 
showing of prejudice.” (Morgan, at p. ___ [142 S.Ct. at p. 1713].) The court reviewed the Eighth 
Circuit’s test for deciding waiver, which provided that “a party waives its contractual right to 
arbitration if it knew of the right; ‘acted inconsistently with that right’; and ‘prejudiced the other 
party by its inconsistent actions.’ [Citation.]” (Id. at p. ___ [142 S.Ct. at pp. 1711–1712].) The Supreme 
Court in Morgan remarked that “[o]utside the arbitration context, a federal court assessing waiver 
does not generally ask about prejudice,” and generally, that “court[s] focus[ ] on the actions of the 
person who held the right,” rather than the “effects of those actions on the opposing party.” (Id. at p. 
___ [142 S.Ct. at p. 1713].) Thus, “in demanding [proof of prejudice] before finding the waiver of an 
arbitration right, the Eighth Circuit applies a rule found nowhere else—consider it a bespoke rule of 
waiver for arbitration.” (Ibid.) 

The California Supreme Court has not yet addressed Morgan. Thus, it has not spoken on whether 
prejudice remains a “critical” consideration in the waiver inquiry under California law, as it held prior 
to Morgan. (See St. Agnes Medical Center v. PacifiCare of California (2003) 31 Cal.4th 1187, 1203–
1204.) (A petition for review has been granted in Quach v. California Commerce Club, Inc. (2022) 78 
Cal.App.5th 470, review granted Aug. 24, 2022, S275121, regarding the effect of Morgan, if any, on St. 
Agnes.) 

 Waiver 

As a threshold issue, Defendants argue that Plaintiffs expressly waived the right to arbitrate no fewer 
than three times. First, in their ex parte application for TRO and OSC, Plaintiffs wrote: 

Pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure § 1281.8 plaintiffs hereby provide that 
they are not reserving any right to arbitration regarding this application. 

In the memorandum of points and authorities in support of that application, Plaintiffs wrote that: 

As noted in the Application for this Ex Parte, Plaintiffs are not reserving the right to 
arbitration. 

Finally, in Plaintiffs second application for preliminary injunction (withdrawn on November 14, 2022), 
they wrote: 

Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1281.8, Plaintiffs are not reserving their 
right to arbitration in this matter. 

Plaintiffs attempt to address the first preliminary injunction application in their moving papers, 
arguing that the first waiver was directed towards the application for injunctive relief only. (Mot. at 
9:11-12.) This argument is unclear; the application for injunctive relief sought provisional remedies 
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not available in arbitration.  

The Court notes that Section 1281.8 of the Code of Civil Procedure itself provides that a plaintiff does 
not waive the right to arbitrate by seeking provisional remedies. Section 1281.8, subdivision (b) 
provides: 

A party to an arbitration agreement may file in the court in the county in which an 
arbitration proceeding is pending, or if an arbitration proceeding has not 
commenced, in any proper court, an application for a provisional remedy in 
connection with an arbitrable controversy, but only upon the ground that the award 
to which the applicant may be entitled may be rendered ineffectual without 
provisional relief. The application shall be accompanied by a complaint or by copies of 
the demand for arbitration and any response thereto. If accompanied by a complaint, 
the application shall also be accompanied by a statement stating whether the party is 
or is not reserving the party’s right to arbitration. 

While true that under Simms failure to move simultaneously for a stay of the action pending 
arbitration while seeking provisional remedies is not dispositive of the issue of waiver (See, Simms v. 
NPCK Enterprises, Inc. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 233, 238-41), here the Plaintiffs expressly did not 
reserve their right to arbitration. That is not comparable to failure to move simultaneously for a stay 
of the action. 

Finally, Plaintiffs argue that their statement that they were not reserving their right to arbitration “in 
this matter” in their second application for preliminary injunction was “drafting error.” (Reply at 7:6.) 
The Court notes that no attorney declaration attests to this error. Furthermore, this statement is not 
inconsistent with the two prior occasions on which Plaintiffs represented to the Court that they were 
not reserving the right to arbitration. 

Plaintiffs have expressly waived the right to compel arbitration. 

 Judicial Estoppel 

Plaintiffs also argue that Defendants are judicially estopped from arguing that “the arbitration 
agreement does not apply to Plaintiffs’ claims.” (Mot. at 4:26-27.) 

“Judicial estoppel precludes a party from gaining an advantage by taking one position, and then 
seeking a second advantage by taking an incompatible position.” (Aguilar v. Lerner (2004) 32 Cal.4th 
974, 986 (Aguilar).) The goals of the doctrine “are to maintain the integrity of the judicial system and 
to protect parties from opponents’ unfair strategies.” (Ibid.) Judicial estoppel “is an equitable 
doctrine, and its application, even where all necessary elements are present, is discretionary.” (MW 
Erectors, Inc. v. Niederhauser Ornamental & Metal Works Co., Inc. (2005) 36 Cal.4th 412, 422, italics 
omitted.) 

“The elements of judicial estoppel are (1) the same party has taken two positions; (2) the positions 
were taken in judicial or quasi-judicial administrative proceedings; (3) the party was successful in 
asserting the first position (i.e, the tribunal adopted the position or accepted it as true); (4) the two 
positions are totally inconsistent; and (5) the first position was not taken as a result of ignorance, 
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fraud, or mistake.” (Owens v. County of Los Angeles (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 107, 121.) 

Under judicial estoppel, a party is prohibited from taking two “totally inconsistent” positions in 
separate judicial proceedings if the party was successful in asserting the first position. (Jackson v. 
County of Los Angeles (1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 171, 183.) 

Defendants’ opposition does not assert a position contrary to their position in opposition to the 
motion for preliminary injunction. Defendants’ position in opposition to the motion for preliminary 
injunction was that all of Plaintiffs’ potential claims about the Employment Agreement (“that it is 
void, that it was terminated, that it has been breached in some respect”) must be arbitrated under 
CCP § 1281.2. (Opp. to Mot. for Preliminary Injunction at 6:21-23.) Now, Defendants argue that 
Plaintiffs have expressly waived their right to compel arbitration. That issue was not before the Court 
on the preliminary injunction. 

The preliminary injunction was denied on the grounds that Plaintiffs had not met their burden to 
establish their right to relief. The Court concluded that Plaintiffs sought a mandatory injunction, 
subject to stricter standards. Plaintiffs also sought this injunction “despite the arbitration provision in 
the Employment Agreement (and other operative agreements)” specifically pursuant to CCP § 1281.8 
which “expressly permits parties to an arbitration to seek preliminary injunctive relief during the 
pendency of the arbitration.” (MPAs iso App. for TRO at 13:27-14:2.) Because Plaintiffs sought a 
preliminary injunction under § 1281.8 the Court analyzed its request pursuant to Davenport v. Blue 
Cross of California (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 435, ultimately concluding that Plaintiffs had not adduced 
any evidence that injunctive relief was necessary here to preserve the effectiveness of arbitration. 

Even assuming arguendo that the prerequisites of judicial estoppel are met, they would not preclude 
Defendants from arguing that Plaintiffs expressly waived their right to arbitration. And it is on that 
basis that the Court must deny the motion. 

 
 

 


